Combined MRI and MRA for limb salvage planning.
Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) was performed in two patients with primary bone neoplasms being staged for differing types of limb-salvage procedures. A gated two-dimensional (2D) phase contrast MRA sequence that is capable of variable velocity encoding throughout the cardiac cycle was used to acquire the MRA images. The resulting cardiac phase images were added with a matched filter algorithm to create a single high signal-to-noise ratio image. An SE MR image in the same plane and field of view was then added to the MRA image. This displayed the relationship of vascular and stationary tissues within a composite picture: a "2D combined angiographic-stationary tissue" image. The anatomy represented gave information equivalent to conventional angiography. While this technique is not an ideal 3D rendering, it is easier to use. Along with other SE sequences acquired as needed for staging, it provides a complete preoperative evaluation of a tumor bed or donor site for a vascularized graft harvest.